
How to Perform a Brow Lamination

1. Remove makeup and clean the skin around the eyebrows using an oil-free pre wax
cleanser or makeup remover.

2. Brush the eyebrows using a disposable mascara brush then apply a thin coat of brow

adhesive (If necessary). On thinner brows you may not need to use the adhesive just

lift the brows with the EV Brow Lifting Lotion. Slowly and carefully straighten the hair,

setting the hair in the right direction and shape with the brush. Ensure sparse areas

are covered, curly hairs are straightened, and brow hair is in the right direction to add

shape and definition to the brows.

3. Apply a thin coat of EV Brow Lifting Lotion to the hair using a disposable mini brush.

Make sure you are applying closer to the roots if you want the hair to be set in the  right

direction after the procedure, or to the entire hair if you want to soften thick hair  and

straighten curly strands. (starting timing from when the first brow is covered)

Leave on for:

• 5 Minutes (Always check your products processing times)

For optimum results, carefully cover the eyebrow area with clingwrap immediately after

applying the EV Brow Lifting Lotion as this retains the heat. (If covering with clingfilm ensure

you watch timings as this can speed up processing time).



4. Carefully remove the EV Brow Lifting Lotion from the hair with a cotton bud / tip

following the hair growth direction. Make sure all the lotion is removed from the hair

and the skin to stop the lifting process.

• Brush through the brows using a mascara wand.

(you will now notice the brow hair has become more relaxed making the hair more

manageable)

5. Apply the EV Brow Setting Lotion to the full brow (using a disposable mini brush)
starting from the root up ensuring all the roots are covered.
Cover the brows with cling wrap and starting timing from when the first brow is
covered

Leave on for:

• 10 Minutes (check your products processing times)



6. Carefully remove the EV Brow Setting Lotion (as you did in step 4) and brush the

brows using a disposable mascara wand.

7. Before applying the tint, carefully remove all remaining adhesive if you used this from

the hair. Use a cotton bud moistened with cleanser or warm water.

(Make sure you do not overly wet the brows as this will disrupt the perming

process) 8. Dye the eyebrows using professional eyebrow tint as per your tinting

training.

(Beware Tint will take very quickly due to the hair being porous so be careful on how long

you leave tint on the brow).

9. Remove the tint with a damp/ slightly wet cotton bud using warm water sparingly.

10. Brush the brow hairs into desired position and ensure the client is happy. 11. Tidy

the brows as you would according to your brow waxing / threading training.

12. Brush the brows using a disposable mascara wand.

13. Apply a thin Layer of EV Brow Condition and Sculpt Lotion to the entire eyebrow area

(brushing through with a disposable mascara wand) and style your client’s brows.



Do Not Wash or Remove this Product

13. Style Brows and show your client.

14. Give your clients aftercare instructions and retail any products.

Note - Regular use of brow oil or brow serum is essential for clients to ensure their brows

stay healthy, hydrated and nourished. Perming and tinting can dry the hair out and cause

hair to become brittle.

Please note the timings above may differ from your chosen product, ensure you read the

instructions to avoid damaging your client’s brows.

Notes

• Tint develops a lot quicker after lamination due to porous hair so reduce
your timings and check very soon after application.



• Check your brows very soon after application to avoid going too dark.

• Brow lamination must always be performed before waxing, threading or plucking
treatments.

• Brow Waxing or Shaping with hair removal needs to be performed after the
lamination.

• Do not wax or apply scrubs to the eyebrow area before lamination.

• Bleaching eyebrows 24 hours before treatment.

• Do not keep brow lamination products in a refrigerator after use.

• Never use the same micro-brush for applying Lift Lotion and Setting Lotion, Use
separate micro-brushes for each composition.

• Do not double dip micro- brushes

• Do not mix lids from different compositions, as this can reduce the efficiency of the
chemicals.

• Brow Lamination can strip colour from the hair so ensure any colouring is done after

lamination.

• Brush through the brows after each step.


